
Many are
the Helpers of

Maria!

By Maria.  Art by Zeb.
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One morning as Peter
and I were getting up, I
saw a flash of light out of
the corner of my eye.

When I�d turn my head,
I would see it flash again!
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This kept up for a
few hours.

Jesus told us it
was one of my little spirit

helpers�an angel on my shoulder!

I couldn�t wait any
longer. I had to ask
the Lord about this

little flash.
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(Jesus:) Sometimes I show you little signs
of your spirit helpers to encourage you that
they�re with you.

You have both
big and small
angels helping

you.
Catherine, Czarina

of Russia
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They love you and
they delight to

help their queen!

Many are
the helpers
of Maria!

This
little flash

of light is just
a little peek at

the angel who is
there helping you

in the little things.

Rianna

General
MacArthur

Tory
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She helped you so that you didn�t
knock anything over and hurt yourself.
You felt her brush against your arm as
she touched you. You saw a tiny flash
of her in that little speck of light. She�s
still there with you.
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Like a tiny fairy, she zips around your
room. She helps to keep you safe from
accidents and hurts. She�s My blessing to
you and a gift of My love. She wants to
make things easy for you to do your work,
so I have sent her to help.
(End of message from Jesus.)
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(Mama:) I can still
see my little angel
sometimes when I
turn my head. At
night if it is dark,
she shows up
very brightly.

Isn�t the Lord
sweet?
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Grandpa once said
about my spirit helpers:
Honey, there are so
many spirit helpers and
angels in and around
your room that some-
times it gets a little
crowded!
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(Grandpa:)

 Your
guardian

angels love to
be there with

you.
Sometimes

they want to
give you a

peek at them.

Hi! I love
you! Everything

is okay!
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 They�re on the job all
the time, day or night.
They come quickly to

help. In your sleep they
give you good thoughts

and ideas.

I have a
good idea for
you, Maria ...
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Your guardian angels give you things in
the spirit. They help you to understand the
ways of the Spirit. They pass on the Words
of the Lord.

Many are the helpers of Maria, many
good helpers from Heaven!
(End of message from Grandpa.)

Let’s go
help Mama!


